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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new concept of industrial vehicle
trailer frame, suitable for some categories of vehicles, in
order to reduce their weight. This allows an increase of
the payload and a reduction of the fuel consumption and
the pollution emissions. Usually, the structural frame of
an industrial vehicle trailer has a ladder shape,in this
work, the torsional stiffness of a typical ladder frame,
evaluated by FEM analysis, will be the reference for the
design of the new frame made of different materials like
steel and composite material. For those cases, we have
studied a new concept of structure, made by a single
central hollow beam. The use of a composite material
for the central beam allows a weight reduction of the
70% compared to the ladder steel frame and an increase
of modularity. Moreover, even if the construction of the
composite frame is more expensive than the classical
frame, it is possible to repay the composite frame during
the first 2/3 years thanks to the reduction of fuel
consumption due to the weight reduction.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important parts of an industrial vehicle
trailer is the structural frame Fig.1, usually made of steel
with a ladder shape. Generally, the trailer of a vehicle is
designed to carry different kind of work equipment,
suitable for the type of transport carried out by the
customer. For this reason, a structural frame must be
capable to interface with a wide variety of additional
structures and withstand a wide variety of load histories.
The most difficult task entrusted to the frame is to
distribute the load between the axles, because this
implies high bending moments. In fact, in most cases the
frame is designed taking into consideration mainly the
bending stiffness and the bending strength; the torsional
stiffness is a consequence. The equipment that is added
on the main frame is suitable for the type of load that
must be transported. The resulting truck assumes
different body types configuration according to this
additional equipment: box truck, dump truck, tank truck,
flatbed truck, concrete mixers, etc. Each equipment has
its own bending and torsional resistance that
collaborates with the ladder frame ones. In most cases,
like in the box truck, the resistance and stiffness of the
main frame is essential to support the loads.
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Nevertheless, in some cases, like tank trucks or refuse
compactors, the added structure could be enough strong
and rigid to assure the needed bending and torsional
stiffness and resistance. Starting from a case of study,
the purpose of this paper is to make a feasibility study of
a new kind of structural frame shape dedicated to the
last case of trucks. For those cases in which it is not
requested a demanding bending stiffness of the
structural frame, it is proposed a single beam frame,
realized with an elliptical hollow pipe section.
Considering the current trends in the vehicle design, the
main scope of this new concept of frame is the weight
reduction. In fact, the main challenges for the
automotive industry today are: the reduction of the
pollution emission for the public health, the reduction of
CO2 emission (which is responsible of the greenhouse
effect) for the environmental protection and the fuel
economy improvement (Santos et al. 2017). The mass of
a vehicle influences directly the power requirements for
the longitudinal dynamic of the vehicle itself, like
acceleration or rolling resistance; so a weight reduction
causes an abatement of the power requirement and is
considered a key element in the design strategies. For
this reason, all the manufacturers go in the direction of
lighter vehicles even through material substitution.
Some studies have shown an increase in the fuel
efficiency from 5% to 8% as a consequence of a 10%
reduction of the vehicle weight (Brooke and Evans
2009). Every reduction of 100kg leads to an avoided
emission of 12.5 g/km of CO2. It is important to
underline that a weight saving in the structural frame
offers two opportunities: one is a downsizing of the
other components, like the engine and the brakes, which
amplifies the weight saving itself; the other one is
increasing the payload of each vehicle (Solazzi et al.
2019), which reduces the number of vehicles required to
transport a specific load. In both cases, there are
advantages for the fuel economy improvement and the
environmental protection (Solazzi 2009; Solazzi 2012).
An important role in the strategy for the weight
reduction is the material substitution (Baskin et al. 2002;
Collotta and Solazzi 2017; Laxman and Mohan 2007)
for the components and the greater opportunities for this
operation exist in the body and chassis components,
which comprise the 60% of the total weight. So even if
the low carbon steel has always been the most used
material of a vehicle structure, nowadays it is common
the use of high strength steel (Solazzi 2010); moreover,
other materials (Mallick 2010) like aluminum alloys
(5000-series and 6000-series) (Solazzi 2010),

magnesium alloys and polymer matrix composites like
CFRE (carbon fiber reinforced epoxy) and GFRE (glass
fiber reinforced epoxy) are considered and used (Solazzi
2009; Gay and Suong 2003).

Fig. 1 Vehicle trailer

2. STATE OF THE ART
The structural frame of an industrial vehicle trailer is the
“skeleton” of the vehicle and carries all the components
keeping them together. It is usually made of steel. The
main purpose of the structural frame is to be the
interface between the transported load and the engine on
one side and the suspensions on the other side. For this
reasons, the frame supports the static weight and the
horizontal and vertical dynamic forces during the motion
withstanding to all the internal actions due to these
forces. The most important actions that the structure has
to support are the bending and torsional moments. The
leading bending moments are generated by the vertical
forces, which are the sum of the static weight and of the
inertial forces coming from the vertical accelerations.
These forces are applied on the distributed and
concentrated masses on the trailer. The reactions to
those forces are applied from the ground to the axles and
from the axles to the structural frame. The resulting
distribution of forces determines the bending actions on
the trailer supported by the structural frame. Currently,
almost all the structural frames of the industrial trailers
adopt the so called “ladder frame” geometry. This
technical solution is composed by two main parallel
beams, with an open (“I” or “C”) or closed cross
section. These beams or rails lay in a horizontal plane
and are aligned to the longitudinal direction of the
vehicle.
This technical solution has some advantages:
 good capacity to withstand the bending actions,
 simple realization,
 reduced cost of the equipment,
 easy cable and pipe routing.
There are also some disadvantages:

low torsional stiffness,

high number of welds or bolts,

high mass.
3.

LOAD CONDITIONS AND CRITERIA
ADOPTED TO DEVELOP THE NEW
TRAILER
The load conditions considered in this work are two:
bending and torsion. The bending is, in general, due to
all the vertical forces acting on the trailer coming from

the weight and from the vertical dynamic of the vehicle.
In our study only the static weight forces due to the
payload and the trailer itself have been considered. The
wheels are ideally fixed, creating a hinge constraint on
each axle so that the frame is subjected to bending.
The torsion is, in general, due to the inertial horizontal
forces which comes from the vehicle lateral dynamic
(for example in curve) and by different vertical forces
acting on the left wheel and right wheel of each axle;
these forces determine a rotation around the roll axis.
The entity of these forces is not important in this work,
because the attention has been focused on the torsional
stiffness, not on the resistance to a particular value of
rolling actions. Therefore, the torsional stiffness has
been evaluated in a simplified way imposing that the
front axle is rigidly fixed, while the other one has its left
extremity fixed and the right vertically loaded with
10000N, so the frame is mainly subjected to torsion.
The criteria adopted to develop the new concept frame
is that it must have similar properties to a real average
steel ladder frame available on the European market
pushing the weight reduction to the limit (Solazzi and
Scalmana 2016; Solazzi 2019; Solazzi and Buffoli
2019). Therefore, the first step of this work was to apply
the load conditions, exposed before, on an existing
trailer to establish a benchmark of bending stiffness,
stress level and torsional stiffness; the second step was
to design the new frame with similar properties but
much lighter.
4.

CURRENT
STEEL
LADDER
FRAME
TECHNOLOGY
The average size trailer chosen as reference is one of the
most widespread in the European market and its frame
has the following characteristics:
 the length is 9230mm,
 the distance between the front end and the anterior
axle is 1370mm,
 the distance between the axles is 5180mm,
 the maximum carriage length is 7840mm,
 the longitudinal beams have a “C”-shaped crosssection with a height of 255mm, a width of 70mm
and a thickness of 7mm,
 the external width of the ladder is 850mm,
 there are 8 crossbeams of two different geometries,
 the rear bumper has a length of 2300mm (it won’t
be loaded, but it will be used to identify the
torsional displacement),
 the material is steel SR235JR EN10025-2
(E=210GPa, σr=360MPa and σy=235MPa),
 the total mass is 870kg (evaluated by the solid
model).
A simplified (de-featured) CAD model of the structure
was prepared with the software Solidworks ®; it is
represented in Fig.2, while the finite element analysis
was performed with Autodesk Simulation®.

(a)

Fig.2 Model of the steel ladder frame

First Load Condition - Bending
The first load condition (bending condition) is
composed by:
 the weight of the engine plus the cabin of 20000N
uniformly distributed on the anterior part of the
chassis,
 the maximum payload of 74000N uniformly
distributed on the rear part of the chassis,
 the axles realize an isostatic constraint of hinge and
simple-support.
Considering only a half of the system (because of its
symmetry) the scheme is represented in Fig.3

(b)
Fig. 5 Von Mises stress (a) and displacement (b) of the ladder
frame in the bending load case

Second Load Condition – Torsion
As said before, the torsional stiffness has been evaluated
in a simplified way imposing that the front axle is rigidly
fixed, while the other has its left extremity fixed and the
right vertically loaded with 10000N as can be seen in
Fig.6.

Fig. 3 Load scheme

In the FEM analysis (Vanderplaats and Miura 1986;
Jonathan 2017) the constraints have been represented in
a more realistic way, modeling each axle with a hollow
square beam, measuring 100x100x10mm, positioned on
the geometrical axis position of each axles and
connected to the longitudinal beams by means of two
semi-elliptical leaf springs, whose measures are length
1060mm, height 250mm and width 40mm, the stiffness
of the leaf spring is determined on the real frame. The
material used is again the steel SR235JR EN 10025-2.
The constraints have been obtained fixing the lower
faces of the hollow square beams. The finite element
analysis model is represented in Fig.4 and is composed
by 93783 brick element and 43249 nodes.

Fig. 6 Torsional FEM model

The displacement value used to evaluate the torsional
stiffness is the maximum displacement obtained by the
undeformed rear bumper, which is 43.2mm as can be
seen in Fig.7.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4 Bending FEM model

The maximum stress evaluated by Von Mises criteria is
81.5MPa and maximum displacement is 4.5mm as can
be seen in Fig.5, so that the safety factor is
ηs=235MPa/81.5MPa=2.88

Fig. 7 Von Mises stress (a) and displacement (b) of the ladder
frame in the torsional load case

5. NEW CONCEPT FRAME
The new frame proposed Fig.8 in this work is
constituted by a single central longitudinal beam
(Babamohammadi et al. 2019) onto which are clamped
nine mounting brackets in the required position. As can

be calculated in the following paragraphs the total mass
of the new concept frame is 267kg.
(a)



consider the protection of the primary layers
through their collocation in the internal parts of the
laminate;

guarantee a gradual thickness change where
necessary.
With these data is possible to compute the mechanical
characteristics of the lamina (Solazzi et al. 2018)
reported in Table 2.
Table 2 Resulting mechanical characteristics of the entire
lamina
E2
Shear
Minor
E1 (
Density
Major
modulus
poisso
( to
to
ρ
poisson
G12
n ratio
fiber)
fiber)
[kg/m3]
ratio ν12
[MPa]
ν21
[MPa]
[MPa]
13980
381
1530
10929
0.34
0.026
0
7

(b)
Fig. 8 Geometry of new concept frame (a), elliptical section of
the frame (b)

Some other mechanical characteristics of interest are:
 density ρ=1530 kg/m,3
 total mass 140kg.

Properties of the beam material
The material is chosen as a compromise between
performance and costs (Tiwari et al. 2016). It is made by
commercial pre-preg laminas of an intermediate
modulus carbon fiber with an epoxy matrix, in which the
fiber percentage of each layer is 60% in volume
(Agarwal et al. 2006; Mallick 2008; Njuguna 2016).

Central beam
The central beam has a hollow elliptical cross-section
Fig. 8b to assure the torsional stiffness to the frame
(Solazzi et al. 2019), its dimensions are: height 250mm,
width 200mm, thickness 15mm and length 9230mm.

Table 1 Mechanical characteristics of the materials composing
the used lamina
Density
Young
Shear
Poisso
Material
ρ
modulus
modulus
n ratio
[kg/m3]
E[MPa]
G[MPa]
ν
Epoxidic
1200
4500
1600
0.4
resin
Carbon
1750
230000
50000
0.3
fiber

The fibers in each lamina are unidirectional and are the
long ones; this make the composite oriented, able to
optimize the resistance in the main stress direction; the
use of long fibers, instead of short ones, is also justified
because the technological process allows to realize the
beam using specific molds. The short fibers also have a
lower fatigue resistance (Garmstedt and Berglund 2003;
Talreja and Singh 2012). The principal stress direction
is on a helix at 45°, so the right orientation of the fibers
is mainly +45° and -45°. This orientation, can be
obtained with the filament winding technology
(Balasubramanian 2017; Kamal 2017).
The stacking sequence of the layers composing the
laminate has to comply the following rules:

the orientation angle of the single layer has to be
chosen according to the principal load directions;

each lamina orientation (0°,45°-45°,90°) should be
present in the laminate at least with a percentage of
10%;

provide a symmetrical distribution of the layers, in
order to avoid shear-extension and extensionbending couplings which can induce dangerous
curvatures in the laminate;

Brackets
The mounting brackets Fig.9 present two different
geometries because they perform two different
functions: the first kind of bracket, called load bracket,
is designed to support only the caisson; the second kind
of bracket, called suspension bracket, supports the
caisson and the leaf spring of the axle. The brackets
have all a width of 853.4mm, like the original frame, an
axial length of 150mm and a height of 340mm; they also
are divided in two parts symmetrical about the
longitudinal vertical plane and have a central “elliptical
hole” so that they are bolted one half to the other
clamping on the central elliptical beam with M16 8.8
bolts; the elliptical shape of the interface makes the joint
irrotational as necessary.
(b)

(a)
Fig. 9 Load bracket (a) and the suspension bracket (b)

Properties of the bracket material
The brackets are made in an aluminum alloy 7075 T6
(Michael 2016; Michael 2003; Davis 1993), whose
commercial name is “Ergal”.
The mechanical characteristics are:
 Young modulus E=70 000MPa
 Ultimate tensile strength σr=570MPa
 Yield strength Rp0.2=500MPa
The mass of the load bracket is 12.9kg, the mass of the
suspension bracket is 18.9kg, while the mass of the rear

bumper bracket with the bumper is about 40kg. All the
total bracket weight is 167kg. The FEM analysis has
been performed in the same way followed for the ladder
frame, so also in the FEM model have been added the
suspensions modeled as a leaf spring with an axle made
by a square hollow beam which has been constrained as
previously.
First Load Condition - Bending
The first load condition (bending condition) is
composed by the same weight of the engine plus the
cabin of 20000N, and the maximum payload of 74000N
on the rear part of the chassis, but in this case they are
not uniformly distributed on the beam, but are
distributed onto each bracket considering the area of
influence of each one as showed in Fig 10. The axles
realize the same isostatic constraint of hinge and simplesupport as before.

The safety factor results:

Much greater than before.
For this new frame it is important to check the resistance
of the mounting brackets, so a simplified analysis has
been carried on a half of bracket, considering the planar
symmetry. The bracket has been constrained on the
symmetry plane and the load applied on the top is the
half of the maximum foreseen Fig.13.
(b)
(a)
Fig. 13 FEM models of the load bracket (a) and the
suspension bracket (b)

Fig. 10 Scheme of loads on each bracket

The FEM resulting model is shown in Fig.11 it is
composed by 162481 brick elements and 86993 nodes.

The resulting Von Mises stresses are 16MPa for the
suspension bracket and 21MPa for the load bracket
Fig.14.
(a)

Fig. 11 FEM bending model of the new frame

The maximum stress evaluated by Von Mises criteria is
92.3MPa and the maximum displacement is 6.6mm as
can be seen in Fig.12

(b)

(a)
Fig. 14 Stress and displacement for load bracket (a), stress and
displacement for the suspension bracket (b)

(b)

Second Load Condition – Torsion
As for the model before, the torsional stiffness has been
evaluated in a simplified way imposing that the front
axle is rigidly fixed, while the other has its left extremity
fixed and the right vertically loaded with 10000N as can
be seen in Fig.15.

Fig. 12 Von Mises stress (a) and displacement (b) of the new
frame in the bending load case

The safety factor has been evaluated with the Tsai-Hill
criterion, which is in general expressed by the relation:
Fig. 15 Torsional FEM model

In this case, the stress tensor has only one component σ1
which is quite similar to the Von Mises stress calculated
by the software, so only the directional resistance is
need for the verification

The displacement value used to evaluate the torsional
stiffness is the maximum displacement obtained by the
undeformed rear bumper, which is 62mm as can be seen
in Fig.16.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16 Von Mises stress (a) and displacement (b) of the new
frame in the torsional load case

Economical and industrial evaluations
A comparison between the cost of the various solutions
is necessary. For the ladder steel frame proposed, it is
possible to make a first estimation, by the rule of a
thumb, multiplying its mass for a coefficient of cost,
which depends on the price per kilo of the material itself
and on the complexity of the technological process (in
general cutting, bending, welding). In this case,
considering that the price of the steel per kg is less than
1.8€ and that the productive process is conventional and
well known, we could estimate a coefficient of cost of
4€/kg; so the result is about 2.200€. In the case of the
new concept frame we need to subdivide it in the
aluminum made parts and carbon fiber parts. For the
aluminum brackets, we could consider a coefficient of
cost of 8€/kg, because the current price of the aluminum
alloy 7075 T6 is 5,5€/kg and because the welding of this
material is more complex; so the result is a cost about
1.250€. Instead, the evaluation of the cost of the carbon
fiber frame is quite difficult. In this case, it is not so
accurate an estimation by the rule of a thumb, just on the
basis of weight of the structure, because the production
process is completely different. In fact, it is necessary to
build a mold and it is necessary an autoclave; moreover,
in this application, the dimensions are really big, this
implies that there are only a few producers who have the
necessary equipment. In any case, to have a term of
comparison, we could try an estimation on the basis of
the cost of the pre-preg laminas of this intermediate
modulus carbon fiber with an epoxy matrix and on the
basis of the cost of the structures in composite material
that have already been produced in the past. We can
evaluate a cost of about 16.000€ for the new concept
frame. Even if our economical consideration is
approximate, it is clear that a trailer frame realized in
carbon fiber composite has a cost which is of one order
of magnitude greater than the cost of a classic steel
solution.
6. RESULTS
The Table 3 resumes the results of the analyses:

Table 3 Comparison between the solutions
Frame
Steel ladder Composite
Mass [kg]
870
267
Bending disp.
4.6
6.6
[mm]
Torsional
43.2
62.1
disp.[mm]
Estimated cost
~2200
~16000
[€]

Difference
-603 (-70%)
+2 (+43%)
+19 (+44%)
+13800
(+627%)

The new concept frame allows a great weight reduction
of the 70% but has a small increase (from 4.6 to 6.6mm
similar engineering values) in the displacements
indicating minor bending and torsional stiffness (Raugei
et al. 2015). For the cases indicated in the introduction
like tank trucks or refuse compactors, where the added
structure is enough strong and rigid to assure the needed
bending and torsional stiffness and resistance, the
performance reduction of the new frame is acceptable
Fig.17(a). Currently the cost of the composite frame is
high but thanks to the weight reduction of the entire
truck, from 4500kg (traditional steel solution) to 3897kg
(composite material solution) equal to 13%, we can
obtain a reduction of the fuel consumption of about
11%. In this way, by assuming to travel 120000km per
year per driver, as indicated by the Italian Ministry of
Transport, it is possible to repay the investment for the
adoption of a composite frame over the first three years
of use of the vehicle Fig.17(b). Another important
aspect (Lewis et al. 2019; Luk et al. 2018) is also given
by the reduction of CO2 emission equal to 75.4g/km
thanks to the weight and fuel consumption reduction.
Furthermore, the adoption of the solution presented in
this paper has the great advantage of being highly
modular thanks to the use of brackets and the geometry
of the tubular frame. Finally, thanks to the weight
reduction of the vehicle and its modularity, it is also
possible to adopt different propulsion system instead to
the typical combustion engine (Kim et al. 2016).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 17 Trend of the torsional displacement (a), cost savings
with reduction of fuel thanks to the composite frame (b)

7. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this work is to reduce the weight of the
structural frame of a trailer. The proposed geometry of
the frame decreases the bending and the torsional

stiffness, which is acceptable only in those cases in
which the applied caisson is capable to withstand the
actions due to the load, but reduces the weight of the
trailer’s frame of the 70%. This weight reduction of the
frame leads to an increase of the transportable load or to
a downsizing of the other components, like the engine
and the brakes, which amplifies the weight saving itself.
In any case, it leads to a reduction of the fuel
consumption and to the emission of CO2. The great
results obtained can also be applied to other
fundamental components and can also be used to vehicle
that present frames with different dimension and load
capacity.
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